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**Abstract**

This paper outlines the ongoing research project called “Online Multilingual Amarakośa (OMA)” for a multilingual lexical resource for Amarakośa (AK) which not only lets users store ontological equivalents of Sanskrit concepts in their languages, but also lets them search and edit. The work has tremendous applications in Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) process of Machine Translation Systems, in Knowledge Representation, and in language pedagogy.

This system hosted at [http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in](http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in) has a Java front-end and relational database server as back-end. At present, it has the following features –

- display of the scanned images of the pages from authoritative text
- smarter search engine
- text processing based on AK

The system is intended to be used in the following domains –

- Multilingual concept acquisition
- Word Sense Disambiguation
- Machine Translation among Indian languages by way of Sanskrit
- As a model for building multilingual online systems for other seminal texts of Indian intellectual tradition
- Sanskrit wordnet (Jha et al, 2006)

1 **Introduction**

India has seen amazing strides in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) applications for Indian languages in general and for Sanskrit in particular. Since Machine Translation from Sanskrit to other Indian languages is often the desired goal, traditional Sanskrit lexicography has attracted a lot of attention of ICT and Computational Linguistics community. While several attempts are being made to build word-nets on traditional Indian epistemological and logical principles, the need for generating a multilingual lexical resource for AK, the Sanskrit lexicon built on ontological principles, has been largely ignored. AK, the 4th CE lexicon developed by Amarasimha has influenced modern lex-
icographic techniques in quite the same way as Pāṇini and Chomsky have done to generative linguistics. There have been some efforts in building a bilingual Sanskrit electronic dictionary. Huet (2004) is working on creating a Sanskrit – French electronic dictionary. Bontes (2005) had built a standalone system of Monier Williams dictionary. The Cologne Digital Sanskrit Lexicon contains Monier-Williams Sanskrit-English Dictionary has approximately 1,60,000 main entries. It has an online search facility in both Sanskrit and English. Capeller’s Sanskrit-English Dictionary has been converted to a digital format similar to the Cologne project and has online search facility in both Sanskrit and English. It has only 50,000 entries. Apte Sanskrit Dictionary Search is a web Sanskrit dictionary based on the famous work of V. S. Apte - The Practical Sanskrit-English Dictionary. Andre Signoret’s French-Sanskrit dictionary is freely downloadable from the net. The BhāratīyaBhāṣā multilingual dictionary built by Central Hindi Directorate, New Delhi under TDIL, Govt. of India funding consists of nearly 5000 common words in 14 different languages. It is available for download from the TDIL site. The Sanskrit Dictionary-Database being prepared by Jong-cheol Lee (2005), Academy of Korean Studies, Seoul, Korea will include mappings among Sanskrit, Tibetan, Chinese and Korean. Mohanty et. Al. (2004) has done some work on representing ontologies of Sanskrit words using Navya Nyāya methodology. As we can see, none of these works focuses on the AK and its rich semantic ontologies. In terms of search, the Cologne and Capeller’s works are comparable.

As a text, AK has three kāṇḍa (chapters), each subdivided into varga (classes). The first and second kāṇḍa have 10 vargas each. The third kāṇḍa has 5 vargas. Figure1 illustrates the structure of AK

There have been attempts to put the text of AK online or in digital formats. But there has been no attempt to create a version of this work which not only allows the users interactively build a database of AK but also search and test.

2 The AK system

The online system is being developed using Java servlets as front-end hosted on Apache-Tomcat platform and MS SQL server with multilingual Unicode data as backend.
2.2 Data entry component

This component allows users to enter data in their language by way of user validation by password checking. Users can select the basic Sanskrit entry and provide information in their language (at present 8 Indian languages including English are supported). The screen capture for this page is given below -

![Figure 3: Basic data entry page](image)

After the basic data, the synonyms (up to a maximum of 50) can be entered with other relevant information.

2.3 Data Search

The search facility procided is of three kinds – direct search, alphabetical search and search by AK structure. Search can be done in the base word (Sanskrit), multilingual glosses and synonyms. There is scope for more languages in future. For example, the alphabet search of ‘छ’ displays all the words starting with this letter as:

![Figure 5: Alphabet-search page](image)

A successful direct search displays the basic information including the multilingual glosses and all the synonyms associated with the search string –

![Figure 6: Search-result page](image)

The direct search can be done by typing the word in Devnagari (using an inbuilt Unicode keyboard for the iTrans scheme) or by clicking on the word list obtained by alphabet search.
Clicking on the synonym link takes to the details page where each synonym entry is explained according to AK. The image that follows shows the synonym details for the English search string ‘cow’ –

**Amarakosha (अमरकोश) Synonym details page**

3.4 Data Edit

This module lets language experts (by login only) to edit a wrongly entered data. The experts are sought through a registration module connected to the OMA website at [http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/user/register.jsp](http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/user/register.jsp) which stores the user information in a database and determines who to give access for editing AK database directly on the server. The following screen allows the logged-in experts to edit AK data on the server -

**Amarakosha Data-Edit Page**

4 Structure of lexical data

The current structure of AK is a change from the earlier database structure mentioned above. While the text edition being followed is the same (Rāmāšramī ṭīkā (RT)), the data organization has undergone significant changes. We have also allowed POS annotation with two tagsets – the JNU tagset (Chandrashekar, 2007), and the Sanskrit Consortia tag-set (2009). The abstract data structure in the base table is as follows –

- \( \text{kāṇḍa} > \text{varga} > \text{śloka} \)
- reference of AK according to \( RT \)
- Word id
- Word in the AK according to \( RT \)
- Nominal base
- Word type
- Gender
- Number
- JNU POS Tag
- Sanskrit Consortia POS Tag
- AK gloss
- RT / Amarapadavivṛtti gloss
- Interpolation
- Variant reading
- Other reading
- Inferred reading
- Pāṇini sūtra

The relations table stores the relations of the words with only the ids of the words related as follows –
Currently, we have stored the lexical items obtained from AK verses as per the RT, but later on we may also display respective śloka (verse) corresponding to the searched word.

5 Limitations and future enhancements

We would like to include as many languages as possible depending on the resources at our hand. A Sanskrit textual analysis based on AK database is being carried out at the level of Ph.D. research. An analytical research (at the level of M. Phil.) is being carried out on the homonyms used in AK. These components will be added in future. The system presented here is the first Sanskrit śāstra made available in this format. We aim to include more and more texts in future. Other enhancements include improved display of information in terms of showing the ślokas with scanned image of the page where the word occurs. We are also developing a data download module where data export in customized formats will be supported.
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